Reversible Broad-Spectrum Control of Selective Reflections of Chiral Nematic Phases by Closed-/Open-Type Axially Chiral Azo Dopants
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We demonstrate reversible RGB-color photocontrol of a chiral nematic liquid crystal (N*LC) by using newly synthesized closed- and open-type chiral dopants. The photoswitching elements in the dopants are azobenzene units on axially chiral biphthyl cores. Owing to cis–trans photoisomerization of the azobenzene units, both closed- and open-type compounds showed higher solubility, larger helical twisting power (HTP), and larger changes in HTP than conventional chiral dopants in host LCs. Thus, even at very low dopant concentrations, we successfully controlled the chirality of the induced helical structure of the N*LCs. Consequently, the N*LCs reflected right- and left-handed circularly polarized light (CPL) under a light stimulus. In the N*LCs with closed-type chiral dopants, the RGB-color reflection was reversibly controlled within several seconds. Interestingly, the open-type chiral dopant reversibly inverted CPL with opposite handedness in the near and shortwave IR regions. These novel materials are expected to realize new applications and perspectives in color information and similar technologies.

1. Introduction

In recent years, external dynamic control of molecular self-organized superstructures with unique features has roused significant interest because these structures are applicable to chiral molecular devices. Liquid crystal (LC) materials doped with chiral elements (called chiral nematic LCs, N*LC) generally self-organize into a helical structure with one-dimensional periodicity, which manifests as intrinsic selective Bragg reflection of light.[1] The molecular orientation in the helical structure is very sensitive to external stimuli, such as light,[2–18] electric fields,[13, 20–24] and temperature.[13, 25–29] Therefore, the helical superstructure of N*LCs is easily controlled by such stimuli. In particular, external stimuli control the chirality variables, that is, the helical pitch length and/or helical sense in N*LCs. Of these external stimuli, light is particularly attractive because it enables remote photocontrol of the chirality of N*LCs. By exploiting the ability of photoswitchable chiral dopants, both spatial and temporal photocontrol becomes possible.

The center wavelength of the selective reflection light (λ0) is related to the helical pitch (p) as follows [Eq. (1)]:

\[ m \lambda_0 = n p c \cos \phi \]  

in which m is the diffraction order, n is the average refractive index of the LC matrix for incident light, and \( \phi \) is the angle of incident light. If unpolarized or linearly polarized light is incident on the N*LC along its helical axis, the N*LC selectively reflects circularly polarized light (CPL) with the same helical handedness. Therefore, when the helical sense of the N*LC is inverted, the handedness of the reflected CPL is also reversed, and opposite-handed CPL is transmitted through the media. The ability of a chiral dopant to twist the nematic director and, therefore, induce a helical structure, is called the helical twisting power (HTP, \( \beta \)). At sufficiently low concentration of a chiral dopant, the HTP is inversely proportional to the helical pitch, given by Equation (2):

\[ \beta = (p \cdot c)^{-1}. \]  

Here, p is the helical pitch of the chiral LC and c is the weight concentration of the chiral dopant in the host LC.

Therefore, reflection wavelength modulation, that is, control of the optical chirality by photoreacting LCs with photoswitchable chiral dopants, is an excellent nanofabrication approach to construct unique photodriven devices for conventional applications, such as tunable LC lasers,[91, 98, 99] tunable LC color fil-
Azobenzene-tethered chiral dopants undergo reversible trans–cis photoisomerization, which plays an important role in photocontrol of the macroscopic helical structure of N*LCs. Although the photocontrol of the helical pitch has been well studied,[4–10] there are only a few reports on the photoinduced helical inversion of N*LCs,[6] possibly because of the small change in HTP (ΔHTP) across HTP = 0 before and after the photochemical reaction. Owing to the low HTP values of the dopants, reversible photocontrol of the reflected color and/or the handedness of the reflected CPL over the entire visible range has required high concentrations of the chiral dopants (5.0–23 wt%) in the host LCs.[4–10] If a chiral dopant has a large intrinsic HTP, its concentration can be significantly reduced. Chiral dopants with large HTP values at low concentration would simplify the fabrication of CPL materials and offer low-cost photocontrol of the CPL properties without losing the properties of the host LCs (e.g., the high phase-transition temperatures of the LCs).

Herein we demonstrate the reversible photocontrol of selective reflection bands over various spectral ranges (UV, Vis, NIR, and short-wave IR (SWIR)) by doping LCs with closed- and open-type chiral elements. Interestingly, the N*LC induced by compound 3 rapidly reversed the RGB color at low dopant concentration to give high-resolution images without decreased contrast. Equally notably, the N*LC induced by compound 7 not only photocontrolled the reflection band from the UV through Vis to the IR/SWIR regions, but also inverted the handedness of the reflected CPL over the IR/SWIR region under light stimuli. This reversible broad tuning with handedness inversion of the reflected CPL has unprecedented utility and great potential.

2. Results and Discussion


We designed structurally related molecules with two azobenzene units that can undergo trans–cis photoisomerization. We synthesized two types of closed/open dopants (1–5 and 6–7) as photoswitchable chiral dopants. The dopants are comprised of axially chiral binaphthyl with azobenzene units as the photoswitching trigger (see Figure 1). Of the three types of generation elements in chiral dopants (point, plane, and axial), we selected axially chiral binaphthyl because it induces a short-pitch helical structure in the nematic LC. In other words, binaphthyl exhibits high HTP. As shown in Figure 2, the HTP of binaphthyl is governed by its molecular conformation. By convention, when the dihedral angle (θ) between the two naphthalene rings of (R)-binaphthyl is 0 < θ < 90°, the conformation is cisoid. The other conformation, 90 < θ < 180°, is called transoid. The HTP is maximized at θ ≈ 45 or 135° and negligible at θ ≈ 90°.[28–30] Moreover, the transoid and cisoid conformations of (R)-binaphthyl induce right- and left-handed N*LCs, respectively (see Figure 2).[31,32] In closed-type dopants 1–5, the alkyl bridge part rigidifies the binaphthyl core and limits the rotation around the C1–C1’ axis. Therefore, the closed-type series should be inevitably fixed in the transoid conformation. Open-type dopants 6 and 7 lack the alkyl bridge part, so rotation around the C1–C1’ axis is relatively free, which enables a dramatic structural change. Consequently, a light stimulus can induce a large chirality change in the N*LCs.

Figure 3a and b show the UV/Vis absorption and circular dichroism (CD) spectra, respectively, of closed-type 3 and open-type 7 dissolved in acetonitrile (MeCN). In Figure 3a, the two main absorption regions at λ < 250 nm and between 250 and 320 nm characterize the naphthalene chromophores in the compounds. The absorptions at λ < 250 nm were attributed to λε (long-axis polarization), whereas the absorption at λ = 250 to 320 nm is due to the λε transition (long-axis polarization) and λε transition (short-axis polarization) of the naphthalene chromophores.[38–40] The large peak at λ = 320 to 430 nm in the spectra of both compounds (extinction coefficient εmax = 45 × 103 (3) and 59 × 103 L mol⁻¹ cm⁻¹ (7)) and the weak peak at λ = 430 to 560 nm arise from the π–π* and n–π* transitions of
the azobenzene units, respectively. Below \( \lambda = 250 \) nm, the absorptions are clearly split into two peaks at approximately \( \lambda = 215 \) and 240 nm, which indicates a dihedral angle of less than 90° between the two naphthalene rings. This result is supported by Bari et al., who simulated 1,1’-binaphthyl by using DeVoe’s approach and observed two absorption bands below \( \theta = 90^\circ \), but only one band at \( \theta = 90^\circ \).\) Interestingly, for the intense absorption at around \( \lambda = 360 \) nm, due to the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition, the \( \epsilon_{\text{max}} \) value of 3 and 7 was higher than that of common molecules with an azobenzene unit. The data and the large absorption band of the chiral dopants are discussed in the Supporting Information.

Similarly, two distinct CD bands with opposite signs at around \( \lambda = 220 \) and 370 nm were observed (Figure 3b). The negative exciton couplet at around \( \lambda = 220 \) and 370 nm is due to the \( \lambda_{\text{B}} \) transition of the naphthalene parts and the excitations of the azobenzene moieties, respectively. Similar UV/Vis and CD spectra have been observed in another compound (see Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information).

2.2. Photoisomerization in Solution

To study the isomerization behavior of compounds 1–7, we measured the UV/Vis spectra of the closed- and open-type dopants in acetonitrile under alternating irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) (\( I = 1.0 \) mW cm\(^{-2} \)) and 460 nm (\( I = 1.0 \) mW cm\(^{-2} \)). The UV/Vis and CD spectral changes of 3 and 7 in MeCN are shown in Figure 4 (data for the other compounds are summarized in Figures S1 and S2). Under light irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) nm, the UV/Vis signal of the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition band of the \( \text{trans} \) azobenzene isomer (\( \lambda \approx 360 \) nm) decreased whereas the band corresponding to the \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) transitions of the \( \text{cis} \) azobenzene isomer (\( \lambda \approx 460 \) nm) slightly increased (Figure 4a, b). The photostationary state at \( \lambda = 400 \) nm (PSS\(_{\text{apo}}\)) was attained within 2 min. Under light irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm, the absorption spectral changes were elevated and the photostationary state at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm (PSS\(_{\text{apo}}\)) was reached within 3 min (Figure 4a, b). The CD spectral changes in 3 and 7 after photoisomerization were investigated by using CD spectroscopy (see Figure 4c, d). The changes in the intensity of the CD signals indicate the effect of \( \text{trans} \rightarrow \text{cis} \) isomerization on the structural change of the chiral dopants (Figure 4c, d). The intensity of the negative exciton couplet at around \( \lambda = 220 \) nm decreased under irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) nm and recovered under irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm. This indicates a \( \text{trans} \rightarrow \text{cis} \) isomerization that changed the dihedral angle of the binaphthyl unit in the molecule. Under irradiation at both \( \lambda = 400 \) and 460 nm, the CD spectra changed fully within a few minutes. The negative exciton couplet at around \( \lambda = 360 \) nm, assigned to the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition of \( \text{trans} \) azobenzene units in 3 and 7, appeared with reduced intensity at around \( \lambda = 370 \) nm under \( \lambda = 400 \) nm irradiation. Additionally, a positive CD signal derived from the \( n \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition of \( \text{cis} \) azobenzene appeared under illumination at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm. After subsequent irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm, the negative exciton couplet was restored and the positive one diminished. These results can be ascribed to isomerization of the azobenzene moieties from \( \text{trans} \rightarrow \text{cis} \) and vice versa. The other chiral dopants showed similar behavior in MeCN.

2.3. HTP Measurements and Optical Chirality Control

To evaluate whether the chiral dopants could provide chirality to achiral N*LC molecules, we measured the temperature dependence of the HTP values of compounds 1–7 in a nematic LC host, 5CB/JC-1041XX (1:1 w/w). The HTP values were calculated by using Equation (2). The magnitude of \( p \) in the induced N* phase was estimated by using Cano’s wedge method. The helical sense of N* in the chiral dopants was determined by using the contact method with a known left-handed N*LC (cholesterol oleyl carbonate) as the standard.\(^{[41]}\) The sign of the HTP indicates the helical sense of the induced N*LCs. Specifically, a positive and negative HTP means that the induced N* phase is a right- and left-handed helix, respectively.

Figure 5a shows the HTPs of compounds 1–7 (0.5 wt%) in the host nematic mixture as the temperature was increased from 25 to 55 °C. During the heating process, the LCs exhibited

---

**Figure 3.** a) UV/Vis and b) CD spectra of dopants 3 and 7 in MeCN (3: \( 2.3 \times 10^{-5} \) M, 7: \( 2.1 \times 10^{-5} \) M).

---

**Figure 4.** a) UV/Vis and b) CD spectral changes in the induced N*LCs. Under light irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) nm, the UV/Vis and CD spectral changes were elevated and the photostationary state at \( \lambda = 400 \) nm (PSS\(_{\text{apo}}\)) was reached within 3 min. Under light irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm, the absorption spectral changes were elevated and the photostationary state at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm (PSS\(_{\text{apo}}\)) was reached within 3 min. The negative exciton couplet at around \( \lambda = 360 \) nm, assigned to the \( \pi \rightarrow \pi^* \) transition of \( \text{cis} \) azobenzene appeared under illumination at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm. After subsequent irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \) nm, the negative exciton couplet was restored and the positive one diminished. These results can be ascribed to isomerization of the azobenzene moieties from \( \text{trans} \rightarrow \text{cis} \) and vice versa. The other chiral dopants showed similar behavior in MeCN.
Figure 4. UV/Vis spectral changes for a) 3 and b) 7 in MeCN (3: 2.3 × 10⁻³ M, 7: 2.1 × 10⁻³ M) under visible light irradiation at λ = 400 nm (I = 1.0 mW cm⁻²) followed by λ = 460 nm (I = 1.0 mW cm⁻²) at ambient temperature. CD spectral changes for c) 3 and d) 7 under the same UV/Vis spectroscopy conditions. Solid lines denote the initial state. Dotted and dashed lines represent the photostationary states at λ = 400 and 460 nm, respectively.

Figure 5. HTP values for chiral dopants 1–7 (0.5 wt%) in their nematic host, 5CB:JC-1041XX (1:1 w/w). a) Temperature dependence of HTP between 25 and 55 °C. b) Relationship between |HTP| and the number of carbon atoms in the bridge part of compounds 1–5 at 25 °C.
a phase transition from the N* phase to an isotropic phase at $\Gamma = 56.8$ °C, regardless of the dopant. The absolute value of HTP, denoted |HTP|, increased as the temperature decreased for compounds 1–7 and the results are given in Table 1. Over

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dopant</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS460</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSS460</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The helical twisting powers (β) of the closed-type series 1–5 and the open-type series 6, 7 in their nematic LC host (5CB:JC-1041XX (1:1 w/w)) at 25 °C, measured by using Cano’s wedge method and the change in the HTP value under visible-light irradiation.

The table shows that the same temperature range, the |HTP| values were larger in compounds 1–5 than in compounds 6 and 7. This indicates that the binaphthyl structure differs between chiral dopants 1–5 and dopants 6 and 7. Because the dihedral angle of compounds 1–5 is fixed by the alkyl-chain bridge, these compounds should impose high chirality on the host LC. Interestingly, we found that the β (molar HTP) values of compounds 1–5 were five times higher than in bridged binaphthyl derivatives without the azobenzene units, which were previously synthesized by our group. For example, the maximum β value of our previous closed binaphthyl was 53 µm⁻¹ at 6.8 °C below the clearing point (i.e., the LC phase-isotropic liquid transition temperature, $\Gamma = 6.8$ °C), whereas that of compounds 1–5 was approximately 260 µm⁻¹ ($\Gamma = 6.8$ °C). In terms of their |HTP| values, compounds 1–5 compete with closed- and open-type binaphthyl derivatives reported in earlier studies. The host LCs might receive chirality not only through the binaphthyl cores of the dopants but also through the azobenzene units, which are directly connected to the binaphthyl core. Therefore, the azobenzene units in the chiral dopants should effectively amplify the HTPs. This hypothesis is supported by the CD spectra of the chiral dopants (see Figure 3b and Figures 5 and 6), in which the UV/Vis spectra and bisignate CD signals derived from the two azobenzene groups are remarkably amplified at around $\tilde{\lambda} = 360$ nm. We also evaluated the intrinsic temperature dependence of HTP in compounds 1–7 (see Table S1).

Next, we investigated the relationship between the number of alkyl carbon atoms in the bridge part of the chiral dopants and the corresponding |HTP| values (see Figure 5b). The |HTP| values at 25 °C for compounds 1–5 were 125, 131, 137, 135m and 130 µm⁻¹, respectively. Note that compounds 1 and 3 delivered the lowest and highest |HTP| values, respectively, at this temperature. The |HTP| value increased monotonically as the number of carbon atoms in the bridge part increased from n = 4 to 6, then decreased from n = 7 to 8. Therefore, we infer that the dihedral angle of the bridged dopant approached 45° when n = 6.

We then investigated the effect of photoisomerization of the chiral dopants on the corresponding HTP values and the helical direction induced in the N*LC. When irradiated at $\lambda = 400$ and 460 nm, the pitch of the N*LC changed under the trans–cisc photoisomerization of the chiral dopants. This change can be measured as a change in the distance between the Cano lines in a wedge cell by using a polarized optical microscope. The HTP values of the chiral dopants before and after photoisomerization were calculated by using Equation (1). The helical direction of the N*LCs doped with compounds 1–7 at the PSS400 and PSS460 were determined by using the contact method. The results are also summarized in Table 1 (see also Figure S4). In the initial state, the helical senses of the N*LCs with closed- and open-type dopants were left-handed (− sign) and right-handed (+ sign), respectively. In the N* phase of LCs with dopants 1–5 (0.5 wt%), the Cano lines considerably widened under light irradiation at $\lambda = 400$ nm (f = 1.0 mWcm⁻² ). Within 5 min, the compounds reached the PSS400 and the Cano lines remained at constant width. For the closed-type derivatives, the HTP at PSS400 decreased as the number of carbon atoms on the bridge part increased. Photoisomerization from trans to cis disrupted the linearity and coplanarity between the naphthalene ring and an azobenzene unit. Consequently, the major chiral inducer is the binaphthyl backbone, and the HTP values at PSS400 decreased to those of binaphthyl cores without the azobenzene groups. Under irradiation at $\lambda = 400$ nm, the helical pitch was enlarged by the structural change in the chiral dopant during the trans to cis isomerization of azobenzene. Subsequent irradiation at $\lambda = 460$ nm (f = 1.0 mWcm⁻²) mostly restored the pitch to the PSS460 level within 5 min, and the chiral dopant structure was re-altered by the trans–cis photoisomerization. We also estimated the recovery rates of compounds 1–5 at PSS460 (|HTP460/HTP_initial|) and obtained values of 91, 82, 80, 76, and 74%, respectively.

The helical sense of the N* phase induced by compounds 1–5 was unchanged after sequential irradiation at $\lambda = 400$ and 460 nm. This indicates that although photoisomerization altered the structure of the closed-type series, the cisoid conformation at PSS400 and PSS460 was preserved by the strictly restricted rotation around the chiral axis of the binaphthyl core, which was fixed by the bridge part. Conversely, irradiation at $\lambda = 400$ nm elongated the helical pitch of the N* phase induced by compounds 6 and 7 in the host LC, which reflected the decreased HTP value during trans–cis photoisomerization. In the optical microscopy measurements, the distance between the Cano lines considerably lengthened and eventually disappeared from the field of view before reappearing. The PSS460 was achieved within 5 min. Interestingly, the helical direction induced by compounds 6 and 7 at PSS460 was opposite to that of the initial state. This suggests that compounds 6 and 7 adopted the cisoid conformation, whereas they adopted the cisoid conformation after photoisomerization. In addition, the transoid conformation of compounds 6 and 7 in the initial state (with $\theta$ close to 135°) achieved a relatively high HTP value. However, after photoisomerization, the HTP values of
compounds 6 and 7 decreased as the photoinduced cisoid conformation possibly became quasi-orthogonal \( (\varphi \approx 90^\circ) \). Under irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \text{ nm} \), the helical pitch and the sense partly returned to the initial state within 5 min. The \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) values of 6 and 7 were 47 and 32\%, respectively. As expected, the open-type molecule can control the helical direction before and after isomerization.

The magnitude of the change in HTP between the initial state and the PSS\(_{460}\) was calculated from the ratio of the difference between the HTP values before and after isomerization and the initial HTP value, \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) (expressed as a percentage). Of compounds 1–5, the \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) value was lowest for compound 1 (30\%), midrange for compound 3 (43\%, although this compound exhibited the highest HTP value in the initial state), and highest for compound 5 (59\%). The \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) values increased as the length of the bridged part increased (i.e., from 1 to 5). This suggests that the short bridge in compound 1 disabled significant changes in the steric structure. Thus, compound 1 is structurally more rigid and conformationally more restricted than compounds 2–5 and its \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) value is low. In contrast, owing to the relatively long alkyl chain in its bridge part, compound 5 could flexibly and highly deform its structure during isomerization, so its \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) value was high. The \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) values of compounds 6 and 7 were 113 and 109\%, respectively. The \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) values that exceed 100\% indicated a helical inversion in the N*LCs. In this case, although the photoisomerization reversed the handedness from \( \text{trans} \) to \( \text{cis} \), the induced helical pitch was larger at the PSS\(_{460}\) than in the initial state. Thus, compounds 6 and 7 can switch the sign of the HTP value across the nematic phase transition; however, the \( |\Delta \beta| \) value was smaller at the PSS\(_{460}\) than in the initial state. In summary, compounds 3–5 with long alkyl bridges delivered high \( |\Delta \text{HTP} \) (\( > 60 \)) and high \( |\Delta \text{HTP}/\text{HTP} \) (\( > 40 \)) values, which indicated that these materials can drastically change and control the induced chirality of their host LC under light stimulus. In compounds 6 and 7, the \( |\Delta \text{HTP} \) and \( |\Delta \text{HTP}/\text{HTP} \) values exceeded 80 and 100, respectively, which confirmed that these compounds can reversibly and controllably invert the induced helical sense of the N*LCs by photoisomerization.

### 2.4. Reversible Photocontrol of Reflection Colors over a Wide Spectral Region

To demonstrate the reversible photocontrol of selected reflection colors, we doped the host LC mixture with closed- and open-type chiral dopants (3 and 7, respectively). These dopants were chosen for their favorable abilities that is, high initial HTP, high \( |\Delta \beta/\beta_{\text{initial}}| \) yield by photoisomerization and/or photoinducible helical inversion. The mixed solutions (3.3 wt\% 3/LC and 7.0 wt\% 7/LC) were injected into a cell coated with polyimide (10 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick). To photocontrol the reflection colors selectively, we first recorded the UV/Vis spectral changes in both samples during light irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) and 460 nm \( (I = 1.0 \text{ mWcm}^{-2}) \). Figure 6 shows the notch bands of 3/LC and 7/LC, which show changes in the selected reflection bands. The 3/LC system generated no reflection band in the initial state (Figure 6a), which indicated a reflection band below \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \) (unfortunately, in the range below \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \), the absorption band of 3/LC overlapped that of the coated polyimide (composed of \( \pi \)-conjugated aromatic rings), so the spectrum could not be recorded). Under irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \) for 120 s, the selective reflection band shifted toward longer wavelength until the PSS\(_{460}\) was reached. During this process, the reflection color changed from violet to red \( (\lambda_0 \approx 700 \text{ nm}) \). In contrast, subsequent irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \text{ nm} \) for 180 s reversely altered the color reflection from red to blue \( (\lambda_0 \approx 450 \text{ nm}) \); see Figure 6b). Figure 7a shows the corresponding variety of reflection colors resulting from the reversible phototuning of 3/LC under irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) and 460 nm at different times. Even at relatively weak intensity \( (I = 1.0 \text{ mWcm}^{-2}) \), the irradiation induced strong and reversible multicolor changes over the entire visible-light region.

As mentioned above and in Section 2.3, compound 3 photo-controlled the helical pitch of the induced \( N^* \) with left-handedness. Therefore, 3/LC can potentially photocontrol the reflection color over the entire visible region with left-handed CPL (CPL\(_{\text{LH}}\)). To evaluate the CPL handedness of the reflection colors, we performed polarized optical microscope (POM) observations filtered through left- and right-handed CPL films. Figure 7c and d show the reflection color changes under light irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) and 460 nm, respectively. The left and right photographs in each panel are POM images observed through left- and right-handed CPL films, respectively. During alternating irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \) and 460 nm (Figure 7c and d), reflection colors were observed through the left-handed CPL film, but the right-handed CPL film remained dark. This indicates that CPL\(_{\text{LH}}\) was selectively reflected from the N*LC doped with compound 3. This handedness of the selectively reflected CPL agrees with the handedness of the induced N*LC.

We also demonstrated tuning of the reflected RGB color under LED light irradiation at \( \lambda = 405 \) and 470 nm \( (I = 7.9 \text{ mWcm}^{-2}) \). Quick (within 9 s) and reversible phototuning was achieved across the RGB region (Figure 8). Interestingly, even when doped with even small amounts of compound 3, the host LC reversibly phototuned the RGB-color reflection within several seconds. At low concentrations \( (3.3 \text{ wt\% in 3/LC}) \), self-reflection is less likely to reduce the coloration and contrast of the reflected RGB color. Furthermore, there was no detrimental effect to the reflection intensity or width of reflection bands, unlike in electrocontrol of color reflection.

Under irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \) \( (I = 1.0 \text{ mWcm}^{-2}) \) for 90 s, the reflection color of 3/LC changed from violet to red \( (\lambda_0 \approx 750 \text{ nm}) \); see Figure 6c and Figure 7b). Further photooxidation caused a shift in the reflection band toward the NIR region (i.e., up to \( \lambda = 1000 \text{ nm} \)). After continuous photooxidation for 250 s, the reflection spectrum shifted to over \( \lambda = 2400 \text{ nm} \) (into the SWIR region). Unfortunately, no peaks over \( \lambda = 2400 \text{ nm} \) were detected in our experimental setup. In the NIR and SWIR regions, the intensity of the reflection band decreased and broadened as the helical pitch elongated. To overcome this problem, we could use a thicker cell with a cell gap that exceeded 10 \( \mu \text{m} \). After subsequent light irradiation at \( \lambda = 460 \text{ nm} \) for 360 s, the reflection band reversibly shifted.
from over \( \lambda = 2400 \text{ nm} \) to \( \lambda = 620 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 6d and Figure 7b). As mentioned in Section 2.3, light irradiation reversed the HTP sign of the N*LC doped with compound 7 (7/LC). Therefore, the CPL handedness of 7/LC should be also inverted through trans–cis photoisomerization. To determine the irradiation time that completely reversed the handedness of the induced N*LCs, we performed POM observations under light irradiation and the experimental conditions in Figure 6 (see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). After irradiation for 460 s at \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \), the handedness of the induced N*LCs was completely converted from right to left via the transient N phase. Based on Figure 6c, such a long irradiation time should induce a long-pitched N*LC in the NIR and SWIR regions. Therefore, the handedness of the induced N* and the corresponding handedness of the CPL should be inverted in the NIR/SWIR region.

Finally, we attempted to assign the CPL handedness of the reflection colors of the induced N*LC (7.0 wt % 7/LC) over the entire visible region. Again, we equipped a POM with left- and right-handed CPL films and applied two light sources (\( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm}, I = 1.0 \text{ mW cm}^{-2}; \lambda = 600 \text{ nm}, I = 6.0 \text{ mW cm}^{-2} \)). Irradiation at \( \lambda = 600 \text{ nm} \) promoted the photo back reaction. As shown in Figure 7e and f, the behavior was reversed from that of 3/LC, namely, the POM images through the left-handed CPL film remained dark under irradiation at \( \lambda = 400 \text{ nm} \) (Figure 7e) and showed reflection colors through the right-handed CPL film (Figure 7f). Thus, the CPL handedness of the reflection color should be assigned to right-handedness.

3. Conclusions

We designed and synthesized two types of photodriven chiral dopants. The two groups differed in the presence or absence of a bridge over the axial chiral source (the binaphthyl skeleton). Both closed- (1–5) and open-type (6, 7) chiral dopants exhibited high and rapid photoswitching ability with chiroptical properties in an isotropic solution and in LC media. In the initial state, the closed-type derivatives adopted the cisoid conformation in both media, whereas their open-type counterparts adopted the transoid and cisoid conformation in the organic solution and LC media, respectively. In their host LCs, dopants 1–5 exhibited high HTP value in the initial state and a large change in HTP with the same sign (−) under light stimuli. The \( \beta_{\text{in situ}} \) value was highest for compound 3. In open-type derivatives 6 and 7, photoswitching reversibly switched the helical structure in N*LC under light stimuli. Even at low concentrations, dopants 3 and 7 reversibly controlled the multicolored reflection of CPL with left- or right-handedness under a light stimulus. By inducing a helical structure in the host N*LC, the dopants enabled reflection over the entire visible region. Moreover, 3/LC achieved rapid (within several seconds) reversible tuning of the RGB-color reflection. Additionally, the CPL
handedness of reflection bands of 7/LC (in which 7 induced the handedness of the reflected CPL) were reversibly inverted over the NIR and SWIR regions. Thus, both materials are expected to benefit color information technology and to open new perspectives for cutting-edge future applications.

Experimental Section

General Procedures

A nematic LC mixture, JC-1041XX (JNC Co., Δn = 0.142, Δε = 5.7 at 25°C) was used as the host LC. All chemical products to synthesize the chiral dopants and solvents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. Column chromatography was carried out on SiO2 60 N (particle size 0.063–0.210 mm; Kanto Chemical Co.). Thin-layer chromatography was performed on TLC silica gel 60 F254 glass plates (Merck).

1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 25°C in CDCl3 as a solvent by using a JEOL JNM-LA400 (400 MHz) instrument and trimethylsilane as the initial standard. Mass spectra (MS) and elemental analyses were obtained from the Service Center at Kyushu University. UV/Vis and CD spectra were recorded in MeCN by using an UV/VIS/NIR spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, UV-3150) and spectropolarimeter (JASCO Co., J-720W), respectively. Photoisomerization was conducted by using visible light from a Xenon light source (300 W, ASAHI...
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**Compounds 1–7** were synthesized by an azocoupling reaction of (R)-(-)-1,1’-binaphthyl-2,2’-diamine with phenol followed by a con-
densation reaction with the corresponding dibromomethane. In the case of closed-type derivatives, the condensation reaction was per-
formed under pseudo high-dilution conditions. The resulting crude products were purified by using column chromatography on silica
gel with hexane/dichloromethane (1:1 v/v) as the eluent to give 1 as an orange amorphous solid (yield: 133 mg, 6%). ¹H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl₃, TMS): δ = 1.40 (m, 2H), 2.18 (m, 2H), 4.01 (m, 2H), 4.49 (m, 2H), 6.50 (brs, 4H), 7.22–7.25 (m, 6H), 7.26–7.31 (m, 2H), 7.45–7.47 (m, 4H), 7.96 (d, 2H, J = 7.8 Hz), 8.05 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 8.33 ppm (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H); ¹³C NMR (CDCl₃, TMS, 100 MHz): δ = 10.39, 22.42, 114.40, 114.45, 124.56, 125.60, 126.84, 127.81, 127.99, 128.91, 134.17, 134.29, 136.61, 147.21, 148.32, 161.21 ppm; HRMS (FAB+): m/z calcd for [C₆H₅N₂O₂H⁺]: 548.2291; found: 548.2289; elemental analysis calcd (%) for C₆H₅N₂O₂: C 78.81, H 5.14, N 10.21; found: C 78.60, H 5.10, N 9.96.

**Compound 2**

According to the method employed for synthesis of 1, compound 2 was obtained from Azo precursor (1.01 mmol) and 1,5-dibromo-

**Compound 3**

According to the method employed for synthesis of 1, compound 3 was obtained from Azo precursor (2.43 mmol) and 1,6-dibromo-

**Compound 4**

According to the method employed for synthesis of 1, compound 4 was obtained from Azo precursor (1.01 mmol) and 1,7-dibromo-

**Compound 5**

According to the method employed for synthesis of 1, compound 5 was obtained from Azo precursor (1.01 mmol) and 1,8-dibromo-
(d, J = 9.3 Hz, 4H), 7.24–7.27 (m, 2H), 7.31 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 4H), 7.41 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.47–7.51 (m, 2H), 7.97 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 8.04 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H), 8.19 ppm (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCl3, TMS, 100 MHz): δ = 28.47, 29.51, 29.67, 30.06, 69.82, 77.48, 114.03, 114.53, 123.01, 126.87, 127.94, 130.16, 133.00, 133.36, 144.31, 146.51, 152.45 ppm; HRMS (FAB+): m/z calcd for [C16H9N3O5+·H]+: 369.0479; found: 369.0478; elemental analysis calcd (%) for C16H9N3O5: C 68.52, H 4.01, N 9.30; found: C 68.54, H 4.05, N 9.39.

Compound 6
Azo precursor (200 mg, 0.40 mmol), K2CO3 (335 mg, 2.42 mmol), iodomethane (344 mg, 2.42 mmol), and DMF (20 mL) were added to a flask (50 mL). The mixture was stirred at 70°C for 3 h. After distilled water was added to the resulting mixture to dissolve residual K2CO3, the solution was extracted with EtOAc, washed with distilled water, dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and then evaporated. The residue was purified by using column chromatography on silica gel with hexane/DCM (3:7) as the eluent to afford 6 as an orange amorphous solid (yield: 168 mg, 80%). 1H NMR (D2)DMSO, TMS, 400 MHz): δ = 3.73 (s, 6H), 6.89 (d, J = 9.7 Hz, 4H), 7.25 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 7.28 (t, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.38 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 8.09 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 8.13 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 8.21 ppm (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCl3, TMS, 100 MHz): δ = 55.41, 113.88, 114.41, 124.57, 126.54, 26.89, 127.81, 128.01, 128.94, 129.46, 134.19, 136.46, 147.35, 148.29, 161.56 ppm; HRMS (FAB+): m/z calcd for [C44H29N5O5+·H]+: 427.2096; found: 427.2097; elemental analysis calcd (%) for C44H29N5O5: C 69.82, H 4.93, N 10.07; found: C 69.80, H 4.92, N 10.05.

Compound 7
According to the method employed for synthesis of 6, compound 7 was obtained from Azo precursor (0.30 mmol) and 1-bromopropane (yield: 2.43 mmol, 81%); 1H NMR (D2)DMSO, TMS, 400 MHz): δ = 0.91 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 6H), 1.62–1.71 (m, 4H), 3.90 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 6.87 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 7.24 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 7.38 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 8.09 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H), 8.13 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 8.21 ppm (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H); 13C NMR (CDCl3, TMS, 100 MHz): δ = 10.39, 22.42, 69.65, 114.40, 114.45, 124.56, 126.50, 126.84, 127.81, 127.99, 128.91, 134.17, 134.29, 134.61, 147.21, 148.23, 161.21 ppm; HRMS (FAB+): m/z calcd for [C21H19N3O5+·H]+: 259.0475; found: 259.0476; elemental analysis calcd (%) for C21H19N3O5: C 70.93, H 5.66, N 9.61; found: C 70.91, H 5.69, N 9.68.

Evaluation of Photochemical Isomerization in Solution
Photochemical isomerization of chiral dopants in MeCN was carried out under visible-light irradiation in a 1 cm quartz cell with stirring by a magnetic stirrer. The photostationary state was assessed by monitoring until there were no more UV/Vis spectral changes after light irradiation.

Measurement of Helical Pitch and Handness
The helical pitch of the samples was determined by using a typical Grandjean–Cano wedge method. The LC mixture was injected into a wedge cell (E.H.C. Co., KCRK-07, tanθ = 0.0079) and then the Cano line was observed by using a POM. The helical pitch of N* was determined according to Equation (3):

\[ p = 2\pi \tan \theta \]  

in which L is the distance between the Cano lines and θ represents the wedge angle of the wedge cell. The helical twisting power (HTP) was calculated by using Equation (2).

The helical sense was determined by using the contact method. A sample and cholesterol oleyl carbonate (COC) were introduced from each side into the wedge cell by capillary effect and then the miscibility of both materials was observed by using a POM. If both materials have same helical sense, the Cano lines are continuous throughout the contact region, which indicates that the LC mixture has a left-handed helicity because COC exhibits left-handed N*. Conversely, discontinuous Cano lines and the appearance of a nematic phase between two materials indicate that the helix of the sample is right-handed. As is customary, the right- and left-handed helical senses of N* are represented as positive (+) and negative (−), respectively.

POM Observation with Circular Polarized Light Films
All images were captured by using a POM (Axio Imager.A2, Carl Zeiss MicroImaging) equipped with an EMCCD camera (Rolera EM-C2 with a silica glass, Roper Technologies), a RGB color filter module (RGB-HM-S-IR type, Roper Technologies) and a filter slider (home-made in our laboratory), in reflection mode. Left- and right-handed CPL films (CP125L and CP125R, MeCan Imaging, 1/4μm film (125 nm retardation)) were attached to the handmade filter slider. For details of the apparatuses used, see Figure S7.
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